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PRIME MINISTER 16th November 1990

INTERVIEW WITH SIMON JENKINS: SATURDAY 17th NOVEMBER

We have prepared some briefing for you on Heseltine. I hope

that you may also find your draft article (submitted

separately) of use.

Could I suggest one basic point?

This is not an election about Europe but about who is fit to

lead the Conservative Party. Europe provides the excuse used

by your opponents
_—

not a great point of principle. What

most MPs care about is who is more likely to win the

election: they want unity - and the prospect of our views

winning the day in Europe.
•--

Heseltine is a throwback - he and Kinnock as Peter Kellner's

article points out are really twin souls. But whereas

Kinnock at least recognises that Labour has to appear more

market-friendly, Heseltine wants us to move towards

Socialism.

Consequently, I believe that if possible you should talk

about:

what makes you the right person to go on leading

the Party;

what disqualifies Heseltine;

your vision for the future - more choice, wider
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home ownership etc;

(d) why we will win the Election;

- rather than concentrate on Europe to the exclusion

of all else.

•

The attached

Flag A:

Flag B:

Flag C:

briefing is arranged as follows:

Points to make on Michael Heseltine

Supporting evidence on his Industrial Policy

Supporting evidence on his views on the

Community Charge/Education

Supporting evidence on his views on Europe

Article by Peter Kellner comparing Heseltine

to Labour

Article by Noel Malcolm in The S ectator

pointing out similarities between Heseltine's

and Labour's industrial policies.

ge'c'

ROBIN HARRIS

Flag D:

Flag E:

Flag F:



MICHAEL HESELTINE

- POINTS TO MARE

PERSONALITIES

The way to judge personalities is to look at their behaviour

- particularly their behaviour under ressure. You know how

I behave. You know how Michael behaves.

DIVISIVENESS 


Michael Heseltine has divided the Party by forcing a contest.

He has divided it by criticising the Government since he left

it.

He would divide it if he led the Party - for most

Conservative MPs do not agree with him about economic policy

or Europe. I doubt whether the Party's most senior and

talented figures could serve under him.

I only hope he will stop dividing the Party once he is beaten

in this contest.

THE RECORD

Any Government in power for 12 years has to fight to some

•
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extent on its record. But how could a Heseltine-led

Conservative Party do that? His whole case is that our

approach has been wrong.

But if he deliberately tried to distance himself from the

record and to come up with a new approach the Party would not

be credible.

The folly of choosing Michael Heseltine as leader in order to

win is quite simply that if - and I don't believe it - the

British people want to vote for a change they will vote

Labour anyway.

4. NO CLEAR CHOICE

We won the 1979, 1983 and 1987 General Elections because we

set out a distinct, clear alternative: individual freedom,_ 

less State control and intervention, more choice.

But Michael's views are barely distinguishable in key areas

from those of the Labour Party:

he favours an interventionist industrial strategy;

(See Flag B)

he seems unconcerned about the sovereignty of

Parliament; (See Flag D)
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he wants more centralisation e.g. of education.

(See Flag C)

5. HESELTINE  AND KINNOCK

But the similarities with Labour are even greater.

(See Flags E & F)

Labour are vulnerable because:

they have preferred gloss to the substance of clear

policies;

- they make promises without thinking them through;

- they would spend money they haven't got today and

hope economic growth will pay for it tomorrow.

We will have to press each of those points home. But how

could Michael Heseltine do that?

- he is the glossiest politician in politics - a man

for whom style has always taken first place to

substance;

he has come up with a 'solution' to the poll tax

•



which (a) he himself rejected earlier this May and

(b) would mean huge cuts in other services or a

rise of 3 pence in the basic rate to pay for it;

(See Flag C)

- when asked how he'd avoid those difficulties, he

says he would rely on growth.

Surely the Conservative Party should have learned that you

don't win power by 'aping' Labour!

•
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Issue: Industrial Polic

Assertion: -  in favour of a more interventionist/

corporatist approach

little to distinguish his ideas from those of

Mr Kinnock.

Evidence: 


"The health of British industry depends crucially, in many

fields, on it having Government as a partner". (from "Where

There's a Will", 1986, P.97).

- "What is missing is the conviction, the consistency and the

machinery to mobilise owners, managers, financiers and the

workforce to work together within a coherent industrial

strategy. There can be no such strategy while there is no

centre for its formulation within government." (abid,

P.106)

- "They (the Japanese) have done the very thing which we

pretend no government can do: they have targeted the world's

market place and, with a combination of domestic com etition

and tax a er su ort, they have come to capture an

increasingly large share of it. Do we really think our

companies can win when the consumer appetite in Britain is

so eagerly fed by imports from a countr whose economic and

industrial effort is so sin le-mindedl directed? (ibid,

P.94))

- "There are industries, such as the steel industry, the car

industry and the airframe industry which cannot be allowed

to fail if Britain is to remain an advanced economy.

Ideall the Government should not own them but has an



ultimate res onsibilit to determine if the have a role in

the economy." (ibid, P.111))

"I urge the wholehearted recognition of the need for and the

adoption of a British industrial strategy .... The present

Government ... pays out large sums for research and

development, althou h these should be lar er". (ibid,

p.129)

"We ought to have had a much more powerful Department (DTI)

to counter the power of the Treasury". (Marxism Toda ,

March 1988) (Shades of George Brown's Department of

Economic Affairs and current Labour policy)

Actions s eak louder than words. As Defence Secretary

Michael Heseltine:

tried to force Westland into a merger against the will

of that company's own board. When he failed he

resigned from the Government;

continued to allow taxpayers money to be poured into

Nimrod;
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Issue: Communit Char e Education

Assertion: wants to bring education under central

control as a means of reducing Community

Charge.

impulsive idea, ill-thought out and

opportunistic.

Evidence: 


... there is a fallback position that rests on transferring

educational costs in whole or in part to central government

over a period of time as economic growth makes this

possible" (Interview Times 15 November 1990 ).

Contrast with previous stance when he said in Parliament:

"Any of my Rt Hon and Hon Friends who believe that there is

a way forward by switching resource expenditure to central

Government are exciting the prospects for local authorities

to do exactly what we in this Government have spent 10 years

trying to avoid - increasing the rate of public

expenditure." (Hansard Issue 1146 Col 617).

- "The burden of Community Charge could, of course, be cut by

transferring the funding of some services to central

Government, but in practice the Government might find itself

blamed for poor standards and find it difficult to resist

pressures for ameliorating expenditure. Income tax might

have to rise; and again, there is little to ensure that

1 local authorities, relieved of expenditure, will reduce the
P
' Community Charge as opposed to seeking out new opportunities
1
Ct.() spend." (The Times 10 Ma 1990).
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HESELTINE IS AGAINST WIDENING THE COMMUNITY

FOR THE FORESEEABLE FUTURE TO INCLUDE EASTERN EUROPE

Mr Heseltine has in recent months consistently

opposed calls for inclusion of the new East

European democracies in the community.

But in his book, which came out before the

revolutions in Eastern europe, Mr Heseltine said

there could only be two criteria for new

applicants: that they should be both democratic

and European.



• ANT7 N LA e_6et-e\e

...But let me flag a warning: the more we widen the membership of

the Community, the more we are forced to compromise by allowing

for the weakness or backwardness of the economies of potential

members, the more the momentum will slow. The risk of enlargement

is the risk of compromise. The more the compromising, the greater

the economic price and the larger the missed opportunities.

...That brings me to our future relationship with Eastern Europe.

...There can be no case for slowing our own progress to enable other

countries to catch up. In eastern Europe there are painful

adjustments to be made. It is impossible to overstate the

psychological damage that Marxist theory has imposed on their

economies. There is just no experience of the market place as we

know it, its disciplines or its price mechanisms. There are not

managers experienced in.exercising financial judgement or taking

market decisions. Aid we will make available; but not to sustain

the indefensible inefficiencies of the present system. Aid must

be used to speed change and ameliorate the human stress involved. >
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HAMBURG SPEECH

Heseltine appeals to sceptics
and supporters of Ec unity
By Andrew Fisher in Hamburg

•

MR MICHAEL HESELTINE
yesterday presented a vision of
Europe designed to appeal to
both supporters and critics of
closer unity.

He came out against views
recently expressed by Mrs
Thatcher about the European
Community's political and eco-
nomic future. He made clear
that his view of Europe was
evolutionary and that he was
neither a federalist nor a force-
ful proponent of monetary
union.

In an obvious swipe at the
prime minister's reluctance to
give up government control of
monetary policy, he e-Alied for
the restoration of the Bank of
England's independence to
beat inflation and strengthen
Britain's hand in European
monetary negotiations. He said
Mr Nigel Lawson, the former
chancellor, had drawn up such
proposals a year ago.

He also opposed efforts to
increase the size of the EC at
this stage to include the poorer
countries of eastern Europe,
newly liberated from Marxism.
This goes against Mrs
Thatcher's notion of a widen-
ing, rather than a deepening,
of the EC.

"Full membership for the
eastern European countries
would open the door to eco-
nomic refugees on a huge
scale. No western democracy
could cope with that."

Europe's greatest contribu-
tion to stability would be to
enhance the prosperity of the
EC and help the poorer coun-




tries to the east, which were
queuing up to join the Commu-
nity. "It would be folly, indeed,
to lower our standards, or to
slow our pace."

Mr Heseltine was speaking
at a conference organised by
the Kangaroo Group of Euro-
pean parliamentarians. He
declined to answer questions
and left Hamburg in time to be
at the House to hear Sir Geoff-
rey Howe's resignation speech.

Mr Heseltine made clear his
view that Britain should be
involved in important EC deci-
sions, rather than standing
apart. But he emphasised that
he saw the EC as a club —
"increased political co-opera-
tion certainly, but not a politi-
cal federation". He did not
expect any political structures
to emerge that would sub-
merge the instincts of national
sovereignty.

It was not only in Britain
that a sense of history and a
loyalty to tradition was
strongly associated with
national achievement. "If the
chancellor of Germany and the
president of France portray
their relationships as driving
towards the idea of political
union whilst retaining the sub-
stance of political power at a
national level, we should
recognise just what the alter-
native has always been before
we mock their determination
to portray their relationships
in so benign a way."

Citing Britain's inability to
influence the original creation
of the Common Agricultural

 And he again rejected the Downing
Street call for the emerging democra-
cies of Eastern Europe to link up
with the EC. That would bring huge
new economic problems, wreck the
labour market and 'open the doors to
economic refugees on ft scale no
Western democracy could cope with'.

• •
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But which countries should be admitted? There can be only two

criteria: successful applicants must be both democratic and European.

'We seek nothing less than all Europe,' Winston Churchill declared as

he spread one of his large canvasses before his audience at The Hague

Congress in May 1948. 'We welcome any country where the people own

the Government, and not the Government the people.'

And to a meeting of the United Europe Committee in London a year

earlier he said: 'We seek to exclude no state whose territory lies in

Europe and which assures to its people those fundamental rights and

liberties on which our democratic European civilization has been

created.' Within these confines, every application must be judged by its

possible impact on what the Community is already about. The closer

an applicant comes to accepting existing policies and structures the

better.

0-441.4 17-10 01 1  1.4 ,
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HESELTINE ON FIGHTING FOR BRITAIN'S INTERESTS

Mr Heseltine may baulk at your fighting for

Britain's interests: but in his book he writes:

'Each of the Twelve Member

States has national interests

for which its elected leaders

will fight; and in the end

although compromise will

resolve the most bitter

battles, each knows that the

harder he fights the more

satisfactory that compromise is

likely to prove'.



There is nothing ignoble about this cautious approach. At every step,
legitimate national interests will be at stake. Each of the twelve member
nations has interests for which its elected leaders will fight; and, although

in the end compromise will resolve the most bitter battles, each knows
that the harder he fights the more satisfactory that compromise is likely
to prove. It is therefore to be expected that each country will approach
the new Europe with a greater or lesser, degree of caution.
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HESELTINE ON FEDERALISM - PRO OR ANTI?

Mr Heseltine said in his speech in Hamburg on 14th

November that he was against federalism: he wanted

'increased political co-operation certainly, but

not a political federation'.

But in his book, Mr Heseltine says quite the

opposite: 'There is no escaping the fact that a

fledgling federation is emerging, however the

dictionary definition of this emotive word may be

stretched to pretend otherwise. Many may not like

it, but it cannot be wished away. It would be

better to come to terms with the changes...'

•
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p.

We have federalism by steaitn,
whether because national electorates cannot be told the truth or are not
trusted to understand it, or because their elected leaders have failed to
comprehend what they have assented to.

• . . There is no escaping the fact that a fledgling federalism is emerging,
however the dictionary definition of this emotive word may be stretched
to pretend btherwise. Many may not like it but it cannot be wished
away. It would be better to understand and cOme to terms with the
changes which have already come about, and which continue apace, if
we are to safeguard those interests most important to us in Britain, such

- as influencing Community expenditure by demanding value for money.
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HESELTINE'S PROPOSAL FOR A 'EUROPEAN SENATE'

- Mr Heseltine has proposed a European Senate, drawn

from national Parliaments, which would 'share the

European Parliamentary function' with the European

Parliament. It would have the same powers as the

European Parliament.

- He also wants a Cabinet Minister for Europe.



The direct involvement of national parliaments in the democratizingof tile Community can be effected by creating an upper House of theEurOpean Parliament from within the membership of our nationalparliaments. I would however depart from- the American precedent byhaving an unequal distribution of upper chamber seats, based on alreadyestablished proportions. At present, larger countries such as Britain haveto votes on the Council of Ministers, where there are 76 votes in all.This system of weighted voting, together with the right of even thesmallest member state to nominate a Commissioner, ensures a -satis-factory balance of poWer between the weaker and stronger members.Ori established proportions Britain could have zo 'senators' in a 'senate'of iz members — larger than the too-strong United States Senate butroughly in proportion to the larger size of the Community's population.The position of the new bi-cameral ParliaMent in relationito the Council,the Commission and the Court would remain unchanged.
Such an innovation would mean a shift of power from nationalgovernments to national parliaments but, since power has been shiftingsteadily in the other direction for a long time, this would be no badthing. Governments should be reminded from time to time that it is not

they who are ..,,overeign but pal the British I louse of Commonscan find twenty of SU ItO iulI make up a (.abinet, it could just aseasily hnd from ns ranks t,%, 'senators' to watch over its sovereigninterests in the huo yeah (
There is HU speii Lu ilk ua minister going wit to Brussels on themorning flight. Parliament u. ilOs.l to his appointment, no chalice toweigh his 1&iahtic.uintis ho Itu iwsets tilt and, heii they try to question

he can hide behind iii live gto.crilment responsibility and SayVery little. the --.Litk. .111,1 its coninnttees consisted ofnominated membets I iOu 1 tuhiuliletits, the picture ‘vould he very

I ii LI II C \'L 1H. 10.1111MA-1(M yaMIKI COIlle about,1.111111i.; tuoin eLu iiiw,antki . ny (OW td- seVerai systems) to government
scleL [ion: and national 1).illiament, wou1,1 rightly insist on choosingindependently. hi Bolan), .1 u it4/1 hy Parliament, similarto the appointment s), stem foi due c:sisting specialist select committees,would probahh Ltiiutiijutb tipport. The wishes of the government
would be met. 1 be ‘s hips isotild influence events, as they do in everynook and cranny of parliam iii Itte— but only in the initial settingup. Thereafter inenillers s ill sere tor a parliament at least, andwould he representao e it tub ansYserAble to Parliament rather than togo  ernment. But psetituttut onitI he \vise to use their patronagejudiciously, for ili05 tlesp.11.1, .1 will need skill and experience to win

for Britain in the European corridors of power.
1 he new senate w(alld enjoy the same power as the existing European

Parliament; its agreement would also be iequired for European legis-lation. Ails would ag,un enhanee the nifluenee of national parliaments.
Information is powernil rovernments have power because ministers

ha \ e the ha, k-up ot their ,I,•partincitts. But it would be a foolishgo‘ eminent \vimIt withheld ita illation from a senator when he neededit I fur s\LIii seiluit In, )1 .h.).ess to as much national infor-111.1111,11 whussiNe; kit I IH tHianylut, they would also have accessto the sticam ot lift tutu Ii is lihdi European decisions are based.
w ould ic an ink it die intormed polu va I life of the

pit 11.ottents As well.
.111, sift!, t i ,(11,1 la mg Furopean affairs into thentutttitejiui ,,f tutu ii dm al hit he debates in the senate wouldhe „pl.,.

waking wIttliti not only becomethe ionvern ot \\. r I .11s() in consequence begin to



CREEPING FEDERALISM

attract the fuller attention of the media and would be much more widelyunderstood. Public opinion would be given a better chance to form itsown views on what was going on and would be better able to judge thewisdom of political decisions.
There is another step, which has a sound precedent, this time inBritish practice, to which we should revert and which would enhanceparliamentary accountability while going some way to remedy theweakness of departmental ministers who are available only part-timefor their European responsibilities. The Foreign Secretary has overallresponsibility for Britain's relations with the Community but no memberof the Cabinet is under greater pressure as he travels the world attendingto British interests. A second Cabinet minister should therefore beappointed to support him in t e oreign ce ut with responsibilityfor the Community. Such an appointment would serve several purposes:the minister would represent parliamentary opinion in the round toother governments, could keep watch for any unnecessary delay inthe ceaseless negotiations and would take an active interest in thedevelopment of European policy and in the detailed expenditure of ourmoney.

From little acorns, great oaks grow. By treaty we are committedto the European Community and, in 1986, we gave a powerful newmomentum to the business of making it work.. That was our free choice,as it was for all of our European partners. Each of them will exploit themultiplying opportunities to the full. The rules to which we have allsubscribed are scrupulously fair. The treaties allow each signatory the- same opportunities; what they cannot do is prescribe the extent to which,• the member states, separately or jointly, will exploit those opportunities.That is for us.
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HESELTINE ON EMU AND A SINGLE CURRENCY

In his book, Mr Heseltine says 'no unified market

can exist without a single currency'.

But he is unclear as to how this would come about.

In his Hamburg speech on 14th November, he spoke in

terms of a decade and promised it would be subject

to veto by national Parliaments, but we 'might

accept the umbrella legislation leading to ultimate

union'.

•
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No truly unihed market can exist without a single currency. We in
Europe liave twelve different ones and, so long as divergent economic
policies are reflected in exchange rate adjustments, a single common
currency is unattainable. As we have seen, however, Europe has suc-
cessfully evolved a parallel 'currency', the European Currency Unit, or
ecu.

i—w e
c..

Eo tire
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. • This t) picalb griii5l appa,_11 114ht present fewer difficulties if it
were for Rraani alone ide- but, of course, it is not. Somewhere
between this c oltitionar) Apia oak. sdiich waits upon the market place,
and the politicalb. morc h.dicmung, and bidder continental approach
of estahlishing a Iranft worl. to guide the market, we will no doubt find
a compromise. Kraain inust l wary I, st the cautious approach proves
unacLeptable to our pal s, nia;„ then go On without us, creating
in-gam/Alums N, suit thwit (OAii financial and monetary institutions.
As Sir Nicholas t,00di,.on. a limner chairman of the London Stock
Exchange, has said, ' I he momentum is such that economic and mon-
etary ninon Hi I' fil()pc u. imtv 4 11 ilw ,1gcnd.1 for practical action. I le
spoke there ha- ot P,ultish business, and he was right.

• • The economies of Europe are converging in many ways. The gover -

nors of all the nathmal ecntral banks are in constant contact and the
committee of central banket s meets frequently. This process will become
more formal; and, as the scale of capital movements increases, the ecu
will develop as the Eutor can currency most frequently used by COM-
pan ieS n) finance and con‘lin.i their growing home trade. The pressure
Will colunme to grow to fuse economic policies in order to sustain the
process.

It does not maiterss hoyiii cal,l this new monetary coherence; it is
clearly not a fully fledged clitial bank. Rut it will undoubtedly develop
its own secretariat mid it will provide advice to member countries on

...•
the key elements oi their 1.ol thafimay a-ffect exchange rate parities.
Goverinnents v. ill lind ii difiLiilt to ignore the advice because the

markets hi-Tcrs spread.

•



Whatever hurdles are there to be jumped, the Chancellor's call

puts, or rather leaves, economic and monetary union firmly on the

agenda. There is controversy - and anxiety - as to where that

path ultimately leads. I recently called in the House of Commons

for a step that I would hope all could accept as a realistic but

significant advance upon present arrangements. Let me summarise

it.

No European country has been as successful as West Germany in its

counter-inflationary policies. All countries claim acceptance of

her central economic objectives. At the heart of the West German

system stands the Bundesbank, an independent central bank

operating within clear rules and disciplines. Of course, in the

last resort, that independence can be over-ruled by the elected

government. But the Bundesbank's position is such that its

independence cannot be threatened without open public debate.

As the low-inflationary objectives of West Germany are shared by

all, why do not we set up in all Community countries independent  

central banks, operating with similar rules and disciplines? The

Bank of England was nationalised by the post-war Labour

tovernment - is it not ironic that it should be almost the only

-nationalised institution that a Conservative Government in

n3ritain hesitates to consider restoring to independence?



41
There is now a near consensus in Britain that we should take the

earliest practical opportunity to join the Exchange Rate

Mechanism of the European Monetary System. This is no 15anacea. It

is an acknowledgement that we intend to impose and maintain

monetary discipline. That commitment given, there would be

counter-inflationary benefits in due course, with lower interest

rates and falling inflation.

We have already begun to move towards a more sophisticated degree

of co-ordination between the central banks of the European

Community. A committee of central bankers meets regularly.

Steadily they are working together. If they were all independent  

central bankers, operating to a common set of rules and

disciplines, all the better. They would provide a valuable

confidence-building experience on the journey to low-inflation

stabilty in the wider single market.
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The eagerly-awaited speech,
made as Mr Heseltine consid-
ers whether or not to challenge

, Mrs Thatcher for the Conser-
vative Party leadership, struck
a careful balance between the
need for Britain to "reach for
the levers of power" in Europe
and a recognition of the value

1

of the nation state "where no
amount of supra-national sov-
ereignty is tradeable."

• • • Although Mr Heseltine eiab-
. orated on his own pian for a
l greater role for national parlia-

ments in determining EC pol-
! icy he acknowledged that eco-

nomic stability could only
. come about by national states
, managing their economies "by
, domestic decision."

IIt was not enough for Britain

to adopt a negative approach,
he said. The country's national
self-interest would be "mea-
sured against the interests of
the City of London—its jobs
and wealth-creating capacity
and its pivotal position as the
third leading centre of world
finance."

a Mr FieseitMe said taa: the
EC institutions had less power
than they appeared to and
there was an impression of
unity that was not supported
by the way political power was
exercised on a daily basis.

"I dr not expect tile emer-
gence in the foreseeable future
of any political structure fn
Western Europe that would
submerge the instincts of
national sovereignty," he said.

•
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n order to participate in such

a process, my country should restore to the Bank of England its
independent stains. This would in-.,,.. volve no great time delay because. we know that the Treasury already
have a detailed plan for just such a' proposal, prepared try the former
Chancellor, Nigel Lawson, a few. years ago.

"I believe this would reinforce: Bntain's determination to defeat' its own domestic inflation and en-..
hance the position of the Gover-nor of the Bank of England in theevolving role of the committee of

ituropean central bankers, I see

every argument for the other
Community. countries moving
along a similar route."

Mr Heseltine did not expect theemergence in the forseeable fu-ture of any political structure in
Western Europe that would sub-merge the instincts of nationalsovereignty. "I can see no circum-stances in which Britain or Francewould be persuaded by externalpressure to abandon their nucleardeterrents, for example. And onecan extend such a list of no-go ar-eas through the cultural, social,religious and patriotic instinctsand practice of the nation states-. that make up the Community —, where no amount of supra-na-- tional sovereignty is tradeable. Weshould take pride in that. The na-lion state is a social phenomenoncapable of inspiring deep loyaltie

even if, at times, those loyaltiehave been disastrously misdi-rected."
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THROUGH the gunsmoke of
the Conservative leadership
battle, the outlines of Britain's
post-Thatcher consensus can
be glimpsed. It will not just
overturn the Prime Minister's
style, or her view of cabinet
government, or the poll tax, or
even her stand on Europe. It is
likely to discard her free-mar-
ket philosophy. The post-That-
cher view of government and
industry can be summarised by
these 12 quotations:
1 "Over a long period of time
we have neglected industrial
policy in this country."
2 "In the countries with which
Britain competes, companies
can take it for granted that gov-
ernment will work with industry
to provide the best environ-
ment for industry."
3 "The high-teehnology world
of tomorrow will be partner-
ships between their industries
and governments."
4 "The huge rundown of the
Department of Trade and In-
dustry's responsibilities under
this government has been
highly damaging to industry."
5 "We ought to have had a
Much more powerful Depart-
ment to counter the power of
die Treasury."
6 "Our competitors know that
economic success, as well as
opportunities for individuals,
depend on investing in educa-
tion. '
7 "You've only got to look at
the statistics of other nations,
where 'a relatively higher pro-
portion of their kids go into
higher education, to realise
we've been content to put up
with intolerably low standards.'
8 "Fewer 16-year-olds stay on in
education than in South Korea
or Taiwan."
9 "If there had been a dialogue
along the lines of 'what's British
industry's role, what's it going
to be doing, how can the gov-
ernment help it?', we would
have realised there was going to
be a dangerous shortage of
skilled people."
19 -We need a partnership be-
tween government, industry
and employees to enable peo-
ple to get the skills they need to
succeed in a modern society
and a rapidly changing econ-
omy."
11 "There is plenty of evidence
that major trade unions in this
country today are now inter-
ested in creating the cake and
then dividing it, rather than ar-
guing about who owns the
cake. '
12 "Most of British industry —
management, unions and indi-
vidual employees — co-operate
and work well together most of
the time. But where disputes do
occur, we need a framework for
resolving them that is balanced.
The issue today is not 'law or no
law' but 'fair or unfair law'."

I doubt whether the authors
of these quotations will thank
me for assembling them in that
way. The odd-numbered ones
are taken from an interview Mi-
chael Heseltine gave to  Marx-
ism Today  in March 1988; che
even-numbered ones are culled
from Labour's latest policy re-
view'.Looking to the Future.

By
Peter

Kellner

Of course, substantial policy
differences remain between Mr
HeSeltine and Neil Kinnock.
They do not see eye-to-eye on
what to put in place of the poll
tax, or who should control a Eu-
rope-wide central bank. But
neither difference is funda-
mental. Both believe in a "part-
nership economy" (to use Gor-
don Brown's phrase), in forms
of local taxation that reflect
ability to pay, and in the evolu-
tion of European monetary co-
operation.

Even on defence, the differ-
ences between Mr Heseltine
and Mr Kinnock are less basic
than either would have us, or
their own supporters, believe.
Both want Britain to maintain
its nuclear weapons pending
the outcome of international
negotiations. A Kinnock gov-
ernment might decommission
Trident and Polaris earlier than
a Heseltine government, but a
dispute about timing and nego-

Elections will no
longer decid,e

matters of large
political principle

tiating tactics falls some way
short of a conflict of principle.

Perhaps we shall never be
able to put these points to the
test. Perhaps Mr Heseltine will
never become Prime Minister.
Perhaps Mrs Thatcher will win
the next general election, and
pave the way for a free-market
successor. For the moment.
however, the point is that the
Conservative leadership con-
test has consequences that are
potentially as great as — and
arguably greater than — the
next general election.

A Heseltine victory would be
as much a turning point for
British politics as any change of
government. Consensus politics
would be back. We should not
be fooled by the language rival
politicians use. It is inevitable
that Mr Kinnock will continue
to proclaim his credentials as a
democratic socialist: just as Mr
Heseltine defines his pro-
gramme as "true Toryism". We
should test the substance of
each man's politics, not the la-
bels they use. The conclusion is
unavoidable. Starting from op-
posite ends of the ideological
spectrum. Labour and Conser-
vative will have arrived at a sim-
ilar destination.

Many on both the right and
left will share this analysis and
fear its consequences. Tony
Berm, Eric Heffer and the
Campaign Group have long
warned Labour against discard-
ing its traditional policies.
Should Mrs Thatcher lose 


al

power — either next week or in
a subsequent coup — we can t
expect Norman Tebbit, Nicho- c
las Ridley and the No Turning r
Back group to mourn the end t
of free-market ideolog.
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further. They will tell us that t

	

the return of consensus politics I

	

will extinguish true choice. (

	

General elections will no longer 1
decide matters of large political
principle — merely which team
can best manage Britain ac-
cording to broadly agreed rules.

There is another view, which
flows from everyday observa-
tion or competition in practice.
Tesco and Sainsbury are 'fierce
rivals. They compete vigorous-
ly. They encourage customer
loyalty. If they see a chance to
offer a new, improved, distinct
product, they seize it. Should
either store think shoppers will
buy garlic jam or smoked
mango, it will promote its inno-
vation as an example of the
store's unique merits.

For a while, such zeal will be
rewarded. But, before long, any
good idea will be copied by the
other store. Imitation follows
innovation as surely as weeds
follow rain. The more competi-
tive the environment, the
greater the tendency for differ-
ences to dissolve. In the main,
Tesco and Sainsbury offer a
similar range of products at
similar prices. They differ only
at the margins.

Yet few people complain
that they are starved of choice.
On the contrary: many of us
would be greatly irritated if we
could buy wholemeal bread and
chicken tikka only at one store,
and blue Cheshire cheese and
basmati rice only at the other.
Were choice to lead to big dif-
ferences in the range and qual-
ity of food between rival super-
market chains, our lives would
be made harder, not easier.

Political parties are more like
supermarkets than their more
avid followers like to think.
Their product ranee comprises
policies rather than cans and
packets; but they try to be com-
prehensive, and they both seek
to woo the same customers —
— wavering voters in marginal
constituencies. Filling party
manifestos is fundamentally
not that different from filling
supermarket shelves: both re-
quire a judicious  mix  of new
and old, innovation and imita-
tion. And an efficient political
market, like an efficient retail
market, is likely to generate
choice among alternatives that
are basically similar.

That is why the likely conver-
gence between the Labour and
Conservative parties during the
Nineties should cause neither
shame nor surprise. It will be
the proper, healthy conse-
quence of a return to efficient
party competition. There is
only one way in which Conser-
vative MPs can hinder the ar-
rival of the nesv consensus, and
that is to give Mrs Thatcher
such an emphatic victory next
Tuesday that supporters of Mr
fleseltine's ideology have no
choice but to retreat — or vote
Labour.

Different routes,
same destination



PUTTING THE LIMITED
BACK IN BRITAIN

Noel Malcolm investigates the growing
corporatist opposition to Mrs Thatcher, and finds

that it makes for strange bedfellows

THE SHREWDEST comment on the Mid
Staffordshire by-election result came from
Mr Peter Lilley, the Financial Secretary of
the Treasury. The question he was asked
(on BBC radio) was whether this election
had broken the mould of three-party poli-
tics — a reasonable enough thing to
assume, you might think, in view of the
collapse in the Liberal Democrats' vote
and the triumphant surge in support for
Labour. Not at all, replied Mr Lilley. What
the by-election demonstrated was that
Labour had become a
third party.

Behind the obvious
cheekiness of this state-
ment there lurks a se-
rious point. The most
spectacular Tory by-
election disasters in re-
cent years — Glasgow
Hillhead in 1982, for ex-
ample, or Brecon and
Radnor in 1985 — have
resulted from a huge
protest vote transferring
its allegiance to a third
party. A third party has
certain well-known
advantages when it com-
es to attracting this kind
of vote. It is a party
which either has never
been in power (like the
SDP) or was in power so
long ago (like the Liberals) that any talk of
its record in government seems irrelevant.
The Labour Party is blissfully close now to
the limits of political memory. A third
party can do especially well at a by-
election, because the voters know that they
are electing a solitary MP, not a govern-
ment: they do not require much detail, if
any at all, about what that party would do
if it ever were to govern the country. To
judge by their campaign in Mid Stafford-
shire, the Labour Party strategists have
understood this, and benefited according-
ly.

But the most interesting feature of a
third party's support lies not in the mere
fact of protest, but in the form the protest 


takes. It may look as if a heavy by-election
swing against a ruling party shows that
ordinary people have been politicised by
unpopular policies. Yet the fact that the
swing is usually in favour of a third party
suggests that people are also protesting, so
to speak,  against  politics. The appeal of the
Liberal-SDP Alliance in its heyday was
that it was non-doctrinaire and non-
divisive: it would overcome the old 'con-
frontational' politics, and unite all decent,
well-meaning people in a common-sense

approach to common tasks. If the Labour
Party really has taken over this patch of
middle ground, and persuaded the electo-
rate that its attitudes or policies are so
non-ideological that they are just the natu-
ral starting-point for pragmatists and men
of good will, then it has achieved an
extraordinary transformation of its public
image.

The political landscape is a little more
complicated than that, however. What Mr
Lilley failed to mention is that there are
now not one but two popular third parties.
History continues to repeat itself — except
that, unlike in the period 1982-87, these
two third parties are not likely to form an
Alliance. One is the Labour Party, and the 


other is Mr Michael Heseltine.
The formal resemblances are striking.

Both attract a rotest vote. Both are riding
exceptiona y high in the polls at the
moment. In the  Sunday Correspondent's
last opinion poll, 28 per cent of those
questioned said they would vote for a Tory
Party led by Mrs Thatcher, and 41 per cent
said they would support it if it were led by
Mr Heseltine — a shift in allegiance which
would cut Labour's lead from 27 percen-
tage points to seven. As always, the poll

failed to ask the next
question which one
would most dearly like
to see answered: which
of Mr Heseltine's poli-
cies did his supporters
particularly approve of?
I suspect that, beyond
mentioning his hostility
to the poll tax and his
enthusiasm for Europe,
the Heseltinian-in-the-
street would have little
or no reply to this ques-
tion. Mr Hese!tine's
appeal is the traditional
appeal of a third party:
decent, non-doctrinaire,
unifying, and concerned
above all not with ab-
stract questions of ideol-
ogy but with practical
problems — of which

the central ones are the problems of
industry and the economy.

And it is here, at the centre of Mr
Heseltine's vision for Britain, that the

Iresemblances between Heseltinism and the

new-look a our arty become positively
uncanny. ese are resem lances not just
of form, but of content too. Anyone who
reads the economic section of Mr Hesel-
tine's credo,  Where There's a Will  (Hutch-
inson, 1987), together with  Competing for
Prosperity,  the report of the Labour Par-
ty's Policy Review Group on the economy,
will find that at many points it is impossi-
ble, in Mr Paddy Ashdown's famous
phrase, to slide a cigarette paper between
them.

Intibogitt
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The key to both of these statements of
faith is what Mr Heseltine calls `a_ploso-
phy of partnership', or what Mr John
Smith (to whom 'the final draft of the
Labour policy document can be attributed)
calls 'a new artnershi with business'.
Accor ing to Mr mith, 'the real prosper-
ity we seek can be achieved only by a
government which is not hamstrung by
ideological obsessions with non-
intervention'. According to Mr Heseltine,
there is a 'false belief which has misled too
man in m arty, t at there is a heresy
ca ed "intervention . . . . t is time for the

overnment to thrust aside the notion t at
Brits overnment and i
arm s length.' The best example of in-
tervention lies, Mr Heseltine believes, in
Japan, 'a brillianti orchestrated and man-
aged artnershi w t i1
an governmental worlds'. 'The Japanese',

r mit wn es, rea ise that the market
had to be directed and managed within an
industrial strategy developed in consulta-
tion with government'.

Are these allusions to Japan no more
than a sanitised, orientalised and updated
way of referring to what used to be known
(under Wilson and Callaghan) as state
planning?  Mr Smith dislikes such old-
fashioned terminology: he prefers the
phrase, 'industrial strategy'. Mr Heseltine
shares his preference. Industrial strategy,
he explains at one point, 'is not about
planning'. Not, at least, about the word
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'planning'. 'The word "plan- ', he writes,'
'has become an expletive in Conservative
circles . . . So let us expunge the word
"plan- from our vocabulary . . . Let us not
say that the Japanese plan to target our
markets. Let us just say that they target
them.' I cannot help thinking at this point
of another of Mr, l_j_essitine's comments  
this time on the birth of the SDP: 'It is the
oldest story in the world. If_vou cansell
the product, change the wrappipg. It is
yesterday's mutton dressed up as tomor-
row's mutton.' Since the SDP's first gener-
al election manifesto announced a 'strategy
for industrial success', of which the major
element was 'partnership in industry', what
does that make Mr Heseltine? The day
before yesterday's mutton?

Japan, Mr Heseltine might reply, will
make mincemeat of us all. Its MITI (Minis-
try of International Trade and Industry) is
the meatiest form of intervention in the
world — pure economic muscle. So obses-
sed is Mr Heseltine with what happens in
Tokyo's corridors of power that his latest
project is a book about the Japanese
economic miracle. At some point in his
research he is going to find out, however,
that the Japanese method is simply inap-
plicable to a Western economy, for a whole
mass of structural and socio-economic
reasons. It is not only that our aws agams
monopolies, trusts and cartels would pre-
vent the formation of the industrial blocs
which function in_Japan; our fföy' is
also consumer-driN en and shareholder-
controllecfro—aVextent that makes-frvery
remote from the Japanese experience. The
main Japanese conglomerates include their
own banks, which can fund at an otherwise
uncommercial rate the long, loss-making
process of undercutting and taking over an
entire industrial sector. But the people
who ultimately bear the cost of this process
are the Japanese consumers, who face 


higher prices for their own goods than
customers overseas, and a much smaller
range of consumer choice.

Messrs Smith and Heseltine (or rather, if
we apply Ockham's rule about not multi-
plying entities unnecessarily, Mr Smithel-
tine) can afford a few ways in which the
British system might be made a little more
Japanese. 'Unlike Japan'. notes Mr Smith,
'Britain has no tradition of industrial bank-
ing. Because banks cannot hold shares in
companies', observes Mr -eltine, 'com-
panies are forced to depend on costly
short-term money, unlike their counter-
parts in West Germany or Japan.' In both
his incarnations, Mr Smitheltine is rather
vague about where the 'new sources of
funds' should come from. But the general
solution is clear: we need a 'transformed'
and 'strengthened' (Smith), 'strengthened'
and 'markedly stronger' (-eltine) Depart-
ment of Trade and Industry, mimicking, so
far as possible, the Japanese MITI. The
new DTI would have 'teams organised on
an industry-by-industry basis' (Smith); the
DTI's Secretary of State would take over
the National Economic Development
Organisation and breathe new life into its
'sector working parties' (-eltine). Priority
national research schemes such as the
'Alvey' electronics programme are com-
mended; tax credits for research and de-
velopment suggested; takeovers permitted
only when the predator can show that they
are in the public interest; and the West
German system of mandatory membership
of local chambers of commerce admired
(Smitheltine, passim).

When Mr Heseltine enthuses about ways
in which 'the collective voice of business'
can be 'regionally and sectorally repre-
sentative', it becomes impossible to forget
that there is a name for all this: corporat-
ism. In its original form (developed by
19th-century romantics and Roman Catho-
lics, and, to put it delicately, 20th-century
illiberals), corporatism was a theory of the
state which said that people gained their
political identity not as members of a class
or a party, nor as individuals, but as
members of economic entities, such as
different sectors of industry or agriculture.
A more recent version of this theory,
usefully distinguished by the name of
'neo-corporatism', models the entire state
on a single modern business corporation.
Mr Heseltine, who continues to refer
without a trace of irony to `UK Ltd' or 'UK
plc', has shifted further than the Labour
Party towards the 'neo' end of the spec-
trum; indeed, whenever he makes rousing
speeches about the primacy of capitalism,
he may be not only reassuring the business-
men in his audience but also reinforcing his
status as an ideological bogeyman for the
Left.

But the essential appeal of the corporat-
ist creed is to the ordinary middle-of-the-
road ‘oter, the sort of person who used to
warm to the SDP. Partnership, co-
operation, non-confrontation, a readiness

would stand
for Farliament,
tt m.y Eodity
memtership has.
run out.
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to assist economic progress without ideolo-
gical prejudice — these are the favourable
images for which both Heseltine and Smith
are competing. Mr Smith has become a
corporatist  faute de tnieux:  his corporatism
is the residue you get when you have boiled
off the economic policies of the hard Left.
Mr Heseltine's corporatism has been ar-
rived at in a different way: it is politics with
the politics left out. The business of gov-

Moscow
OLD habits, it seems, die hard. Anyone
visiting the Soviet Union for the first time
this week might justifiably wonder what
happened to the  perestroika  and 'new think-
ing' the world has made so much of. The
Baltic crisis, like the return of an old
infirmity, appears to have brought out the
worst of the Kremlin character. The sce-
nario is nightmarishly familiar: Soviet army
moves into area on 'request' of small
puppet group, national press engages in
smear campaign, activities of foreign spies
and subversives blamed, foreign corres-
pondents banned.

But wait, pleads the eager-to-rationalise
observer, this is Mikhail Gorbachev's
Soviet Union, isn't it? Communist Party
power has been clipped, there is a parlia-
ment, a genuine president, and, really, an
awful lot of good will. What other national
leader could stand by idly and watch his
country break apart? Well, precisely.

Lithuania's unilateral reinstatement of
pre-war independence is not just a chal-
lenge to the political order, on the scale of

^ ^

ernment, in this vision of things, is busi-
ness, because the purpose of politics is not
to change the world but to manage it. If
Mrs Thatcher is eventually succeeded by
Mr Heseltine, if, that is, the Prime Minis-
ter of the United Kingdom is replaced by
an Executive Chairman for UK plc, it will
be because of her extraordinary achieve-
ment in putting everyone — in first, second
and third parties — off politics altogether.

the Armenia-Azerbaijan conflict, nor just
the grumbling of enthusiasts for a multi-
party system. It is a pointed defiance of Mr
Gorbachev's vision of  perestroika,  a rejec-
tion, actually, of the entire enterprise and
its optimistic notions of managed change.
While we in the West might like to imagine
Mr Gorbachev is ultimately sympathetic to
Lithuanian aims, it should come as no
surprise that he has been goaded into anger
by provincial politicians with the temerity
neither to trust his word nor to accept his
timing.

The degree of destabilisation which the
Lithuanian move has provoked inside the
Kremlin can only be guessed at, but it must
be extreme. Reactions have varied from
the incoherent to the paranoid. Consider
the ban on foreign correspondents.

The Lithuanian story is still getting out.
Those correspondents who managed to get
to Lithuania before the ban have been
permitted to stay, which is one reason why
no one has bothered to notice the absence
of any rational explanation. At least, when
it prohibited reporters from entering war-




torn Azerbaijan, Moscow could argue,
paternally, our safety was at risk. In
Lithuania, the Kremlin simply decided to
exert its latent powers of control — and
that was that. We are an argumentative,
uncomfortable lot to have around, but the
unspoken assumption that getting us out of
the way will somehow weaken Lithuanian
resolve appears to underestimate the re-
gion's level of political sophistication as
much as it overestimates the power of the
Western press.

While it is distressing to see such old
thinking resurfacing, there are other equal-
ly worrying signs of awkwardness at the
top. The Lithuanian declaration spawned a
series of presidential 'decrees' and govern-
ment statements which appeared to suggest
the republic was in imminent danger of
civil insurrection. Lithuanians were
ordered to turn in their private weapons,
protection of nuclear installations and
other 'strategic' facilities was increased,
border points were strengthened. Yet only
a few months ago Moscow was praising the
Lithuanians for being peaceful and indust-
rious. Moscow is well aware that Lithuania
is not Azerbaijan. But from the official
version of events, it is hard to tell.

Ethnic Russians in the republic have
been allowed to vent their fears and anger
on national television. On the Lithuanian
side, there are certainly grounds to be
concerned about the rush to throw out
everything connected with Soviet author-
ity, even if it means acting with precipitate
arbitrariness, but assurances in Vilnius that
the rights of minorities will be protected
have either been ignored or soft-pedalled.
The coverage of Lithuanian events has not
merely been biased, it has descended to the
smear attacks common to the 1970s and
early 1980s — a period everyone now calls
smugly The Stagnant Era'.

Typically,  Krasnaya Zvezda,  the Red
Army newspaper, ran a biography of the
Lithuanian president, Vytautas Landsber-
gis. which 'reminded' readers that his
father, a minister in the pre-war govern-
ment, had supported Nazi Germany. 'Of
course,' the article smoothly went on , 'the
current chairman of the republic does not
express his solidarity with the views of
those of his relatives who sympathised with
fascism, we are only talking about the
influences around him during his youth.'

The most disturbing phenomenon of the
Baltic crisis is the apparent uncontrollabil-
ity of the military. We have been told that
last Friday night's parade of a column of
100 tanks and armoured vehicles on the
streets of Vilnius was a 'training exercise'.
The seizure by armed paratroopers of
Party buildings earlier this week was,
similarly, 'requested' by local Communist
Party members. Meanwhile, we are
assured by every available Moscow spokes-
man that force is not being contemplated.
So who, one might ask, is in charge?

It seems churlish to remember that only
a week earlier Mr Gorbachev's supporters

BREAKING POINT
ON THE BALTIC

Stephen Handelman reports
on the antagonism between

Moscow and Vilnius
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'The Archbishop wants to spend more time with us.'
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-11;mAYo19i1 tax: let the
eople choosey hope and belief is

that the Conservatives
will win the next gen-
eral election. Central

to achieving this  are a significant
reduction in the  inflation rate and
the mstoration of  rising real hying
standards. Falling  interest rates
could fuel this  virtuous circle next
year, reinforced, I  hope, by Brit-
ain's  entry into  the Exchange Rate
Mechanism.  The political divide
will then narrow,  and despite the
local election results, I  foresee no
recovery worth the name  for the
centre parties.

Secondary issues may,  however,
remain of more than usual  signifi-
amce, and the  community charge
will retain a powerful national
importance.

In many of the marginal constit-
uencies by which the tenure of
power is determined, the  commu-
nity  charge is perceived to  have
broken the  Disraelian compact
upon which Tory power  rests.
Principally in the North-west,
Yorkshire and the West Midlands,
btit stretching  ominously  into
parts of southern England, is a
belief that it is either too high,
unfair, or both, and it has  created  a
lingering sense of injustice. I have
never known so large a postbag —
from those with a life-long
commitment to the Tory cause ,
who, having bought their homes, -
saved to ensure their indepen-
dence and budgeted carefully for
their old age, feel badly let down.

To these must be added recent
recruits: council-house buyers and
the couples in terraced houses who
last year paid £250 in rates and
this year face bills of more than
£700. They have no doubt about
whose fault that is. They  are  not
political  philosophers,  just  people
on tight budgets. They  have  to be
won back to their natural political
home. There is no  time to  be lost.
There will be no  second chance.

It is little  wonder that local
government remains at the centre
of political debate. It spends £36
billion a year,  administers essen-
tial  services and presents  to our
citizens the largest single bill  that
many of  them ever see.But it is
neither that local nor that simple.
Central government pays most of
the costs and has the overriding
mandate to prescribe the quality
of public services.

We want local choice, but only
to.  an extent that is compatible
with the responsibility of min-
isters for national standards. We
wan t strengthened local accoun-
tability, a healthy local democracy
and a system of finance which is
perceived to be fair.

It is in unitary local authorities
that the accountability emerges
most clearly.  I  doubt if the
stunning local election results in
Wandsworth and West mi nster
would have been so conclusive
had the community charges there 


been confused by precePts from
the GLC or ILEA. People need to
know who is responsible. So I am
increasingly persuaded that we
should restore the identity of the
old single-tier county borough for
our major urban areas, to provide
a more effective framework of
local pride and local accountabil-
ity. I favour paid, directly-elected
mayors in command, in order to
bnng local spending under con-

- - - -
trol, together with tougher value-
for-money audits. I am sceptical
about the practice of central
government distributing more
than £20 billion by formula, with
few questions asked.

In the short term, the pressure is
on to contain or reduce the present
levels of community charge and to
make it fairer. These are the two
real grievances. But  the stark  facts
are that inflation is approaching
10 per cent and that wage claims
are damagingly close to double-
figure disaster. This alone will add
a good £70 to the £700 charge on
the terraced-house couple.

And this assumes that local
authorities raise no more than
what is required to cover wage
inflation — which bitter experi-
ence tells us is a forlorn hope.
They will pray in aid the cost of
introducing care in the commu-
nity, plus the phasing-out of the
safety net and transitional relief.

I  see no purpose now in
rehearsing the old arguments
about the wisdom of introducing
the charge, for one overwhelming
practical reason. There is no
realistic prospect that the Govern-
ment will do other than fight the
next election with a community
charge in place. But most people
in my party now agree that it
needs considerable modifications.
So let us focus on some possible
key changes.

The critical judgement is how
much more the Treasury can or
should pay. To this must be added
the question, are there any other
ways of raising money to defray in
part the demands on the Treasury?
Only the Department of the Envi-
ronment can calculate the implica-
tions of any proposal. But
outsiders can influence the pnor-




might find itself blamed for poor
standards and find it difficult to
resist pressures for ameliorating
expenditure. Income tax might
have to rise; and, again, there is
little to ensure that local authori-
ties, relieved of expenditure, will
reduce the community charge as
opposed to seeking out new
opportunities to spend.

One solution advocated is the
introduction of a general "cap";
no council allowed to increase its
charge bill or its expenditure by
more than a stated percentage. In
the early I980s we crawled over
this obvious idea, but rejected it.

To cap or control, central gov-

ernment has to choose figure; so
far above the average that only  a
limited number of extreme  cases
are caught. And those below the
cap have an implied  licence to
spend up to it. To extend the cap
by lowering its incidence increases
the risk of legal challenge. And to
design such  a  system effectively
would negate accountability and
be an act of centralized political
power outside our experience. On
these grounds alone it should be
resisted.

This brings me to the single
biggest change  I  believe the Gov-
ernment should introduce. Only
one factor consistently presses

'down on local governMent expen-
diture: the fear of electoral defeat.
Historically, in election years the
rates were held doWn, while in
other years balances built up and
expenditure increased.
• Local authorities should be free

to set and account for their own
budgets. What I propose is that, if
those budgets exceed by a given
percentage the Government's
calculations  of  the sum needed to
provide a proper service, an
election for the whole council
must be held on the issue. I
narrowly failed to persuade the
Cabinet to adopt this proposal in
1981.  I  still believe it would work.
It would impose a powerful finan-
cial discipline because few coun-
cillors would want to risk it;
certainly not year after year.

It would be possible to tighten
the disciplines further and build in
an extra disincentive by imposing
a surcharge. A local authority
proposing a high community
charge would have to hand over a
surcharge to the Treasury to
compensate for inflationary con-
sequences. The surcharge could
rise as excess expenditure rose.
The scales could be weighted
against the excess spenders, with-
out removing all their discretion.
Local authorities would retain

--V

Michael Heseltine suggests higher
payments by the better-off and an
obligatory election when a council
wishes to exceed spending levels
laid down by the Government

ities.
In the first place the concept

that most people should pay
something directly for their local
services  makes sense. Secondly,
we have to avoid next year sudden
leaps in bills arising from the
Government's own decision.

Then we should look at
conspicuous examples of griev-
ance and remove them wherever
possible, but in approaching this
we must remember the harsh truth
that it costs LI billion to reduce
the average charge by only £28.

T here are many variants on

the theme that the Trea-
sury must pay. The crud-
est suggestion of all is that

the Government should increase
the central grant by more than £3
billion to prevent next year's
inevitable increases solely to meet
wage inflation. There is, of course,
no reason to believe that local
authorities, on receipt of such
unprecedented largesse, would
pass on more than a small fraction
of it to the hapless citizen. There
would be a bonanza of public
expenditure, with only a gesture of
charge reduction, expecially on the
part of the Labour councils. To
Labour, the higher the community

: charge, the more attractive its
, general election pledge to abolish
! it will sound.

The burden of the community
charge could, of course, be cut by
transferring the funding of some
services to central government,
but in practice the Government

1
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discretion, and it would be their
electorate, not central govern-
ment, which capped them, with-
out having to wait years to do so.

On to two specific problems.
Within the present safety-net pro-
visions, an accident is waiting to
happen. Next year the Treasury is
to assume responsibility for pay-
ing up to £75 per adult on behalf of
those councils which this year are
contributing to the safety net. But
in those authorities with no
elections next year there is little
incentive to pass on to charge-
payers the equivalent of this sum.
On the other hand, other authori-
ties will lose support and will
blame the Government. There
should be no withdrawal of safety-
net support next year. The transi-
tional relief scheme, by which
those who were paying a low
domestic rate are protected from
steep rises in community charge,
must be improved and expanded,
and must be calculated with
greater reference to actual charges
and not notional figures of as-
sumed spending.

There are then a number of
relatively cheap, but politically
expensive, sources of grievance.
Taxing the elderly because they
remain at home, looked after by
their families — when transfer to 


old people's homes, thereby
increasing public expenditure,
would save them personally
arouna £350 a year — seems to me
a negation of Tory principles. The
deemed assumption by the Gov-
ernment that savings can earn
more than 20 per cent is, frankly,
incredible. And we have gained
the maximum political oppro-
brium by charging the physically
disabled, student nurses and stu-
dents themselves, with precious
little extra revenue to show for it.

There are harsh anomalies
following the death of a house-
owner. Surely compassion must
spare relatives the immediate
arrival of a bill for two poll taxes,
days after a loved one dies. Local
authorities' discretion to charge
up to double the community
charge in this — and quite a
number of other situations —
should be restricted. The double
burden of community charge and
unified business rate on the small
businessman living above the
shop is unacceptable.

F •

unding next year's grant
settlement will presentthe
Government with its most

• difficult decision. The
settlement itself must be based on
realistic economic assumptions. It
must also involve a determined
adjustment of the standard spend-
ing assessments to reflect reality in
a wider range of authorities. My
instinct is for a realistic settle-
ment, relying on my election
proposal to keep the charge down.
But realism is not just about local
government; it is about the econ-
omy at large. The natives may be
restless in the constituencies, but
the gnomes in Zurich are not
dozing either.

Finally, I come to the most

controversial aspect of the com-
munity charge. The original mani-
festo commitment said, "We shall
abolish the domestic rating system
and replace it by taxes more
broadly based and related to
people's ability to pay." Initially
the community charge adopted a
flat-rate principle for all, but that
has long since been abandoned in
the face of political reality. I
believe that to honour our original
pledge, to appeal to the national
sense of fairness and to finance in
part the changes I have outlined,
the better-off members of the
community should pay more.

Banding upwards can in prac-
tice, in the short term, only be
based on income. There are no
insurmountable obstacles, al-
though there will be crudities and
criticisms however this is
achieved. But these will be criti-
cisms from those who have pros-
pered mightily under this Govern-
ment. The new arrangements for
the community charge would
become more acceptable generally
and the Labour Party's pledge to
abolish it every day less credible.
The Government should instruct
its civil servants to work up
proposals based on the assump-
tion that everyone will pay some-
thing but that the significantly
better-off, by which I mean top-
rate taxpayers, will contribute
more.

Properly run, local government
can be a source of alternative
political power, a focal point for
civic pride and a sensitive means
of involving and serving the
people. Central government does
not always know best and cer-
tainly has no monopoly of prudent
administration. But it pays most
of the bills and, therefore, there
has to be a partnership of power.
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MR WHITTINGDALE

It has been suggested that the community charge could be cut by

40% over a period of years.

First, the cost. I estimate this at £6.0 billion. This is extra money to

be found either by cutting public spending or by increasing tax. If on

income tax, that is equal to 3p on basic rate of tax.

Second, the idea that this can be found from buo ance in the

econom is dece tive. £6.0 billion is equal to 3% of public

spending. Assume no return to public borrowing; also assume policy

is to allow no change in the ratio of GCE/GDP (ie less tough than

now).

On that basis, public spending levels can grow in line with economic

growth. That might average say 2.5% p.a. But public spending

itself grows in real terms - eg because of demography, relative price

at around 2% p.a. On this basis - and this is optimistic - it would

take 6 years to reduce the community charge by 40% in real terms.

BARRY POTTER


